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EXPERIMENTAL BUILDER ASSIST

LET’S MAKE

A RUCKUS

Introducing Ruckus-FX, the cutting-edge factory build assist program, in 
partnership with the exclusive Top Rudder Partnership Program. Experience a 
personalized journey in aircraft manufacturing, where customers can actively 
participate in crafting their customized Ruckus alongside the Top Rudder 
Team. With Ruckus-FX, efficiency meets innovation, ensuring precision and 
quality at every step of the assembly process. Let's make a ruckus together—
join the Ruckus-FX and Top Rudder Partnership Program today and let's make 
a ruckus in aviation excellence.
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SPECS

STA N DA R D O P T I O N S

Wings Upgraded Aluminum folding wings with 5 gal single tank optional dual fuel tanks $1195 (standard for the first 10)

Wing fences standard aluminum wing fences
Optional carbon fiber wing fence ($495) 
also optional wing tips

Tail feathers heavy duty carbon fiber composite tail surfaces optional molded Uavionics/beacon mount ($495)

VGs Vortex generators standard with Ruckus-FX -

brakes cable actuated hydraulic disc toe brakes Optional berringers

Landing gear engineered machined high strength aluminum gear legs -

tailwheel -
optional 10" pneumatic all terrain tailwheel ($495) 
optional matco 6" tailwheel

Tires 21” Desser Smooth Tundra Tires Larger tire upgrades available

windshield crack and chip resistant, formed polycarbonate 
windhshield Available in clear or smoked/tinted

avionics panel standard with polini panel and one gauge gauges available: Airspeed Indicator, altimeter, attitude indicator, heading 

indicator, turn coordinator, vertical speed indicator, (optional Uavionics AV20)

harness PRP 4.3 harness in multiple colors black, red, orange, blue, yellow, silver, green

engine Polini 303 THOR with Dual Ignition -

engine gauges Get feedback on your engines performance  (EIS) -

prop Ultra lightweight 140cm tri-blade carbon fiber propeller 
(made by EProp) -

seat 5 position adjustable sliding seat -

flaperons upgraded aluminum flaperons -

control rods light weight carbon fiber control rods -

gap seals - custom extruded rubber control surface gap seals (optional)

slats high performance carbon fiber slats 
(standard on the first 10) -

storage bin waterproof, locking center storage bin optional charging port inside

control stick precision, ultra-smooth sealed ball bearing control system -

BRS - optional BRS by Magnum Parachutes, LLC ($5,225)TOP RUDDER 
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

While our commitment to innovation 
means that specs may evolve over time, 
rest assured that our current 
specifications represent the culmination 
of our latest research and development 
efforts. Explore the features that make 
the Ruckus a leader in its class, and stay 
tuned for future updates as we continue 
to redefine the possibilities of flight.



FEATURES

ROBUST AVIONICS

CUSTOMIZED 
PANEL
Standard with Polini panel and 1 Gauge

ENGINE INCLUDED

POLINI 
THOR 303
Standard engine with Ruckus build

EASY STORAGE

FOLDING 
ALUMINUM WINGS
Aluminum wing upgrade for first 10 reservations

SAFETY FEATURE UPGRADE

BRS RESCUE 
SYSTEM
By Magnum Parachutes, LLC

$5,225

With advanced features like precision-
engineered avionics, durable construction, 
and versatile customization options, the 
Ruckus sets the standard for performance 
in the bush plane category.
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EXPERIMENTAL BUILDER ASSIST

THE BUILD 
PROCESS
Step 1: Initial Factory Visit

Embark on your Ruckus adventure with an exclusive visit to our factory. Meet our skilled 
team, tour the facilities, and discuss your vision for your customized Ruckus. Together, we'll 
lay the foundation for your aircraft, ensuring it meets your unique needs and adheres to 
airworthiness standards.

Step 2: Factory Assembly

Witness your dream take shape as our expert technicians bring your Ruckus to life on the 
factory floor. From frame assembly to avionics integration and powerplant installation, 
every step is meticulously executed with precision and care. With your input and our 
expertise, we'll create a one-of-a-kind aircraft that exceeds your expectations.

Step 3: Final Factory Session

Review the completed Ruckus, conduct pre-flight checks, and receive comprehensive 
training on its operation and maintenance. With our guidance, you'll feel confident and 
ready to embark on your adventures, knowing your Ruckus is built to the highest standards 
of safety and performance.
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Reserve Your Ruckus Today

www.toprudderaircraft.com


1954 Airport Rd, Suite 118

Atlanta, Georgia 30341

ADVENTURE 
AWAITS




